With the rapid progress of virtual reality technology, 360 videos have become increasingly popular. Given that the resolution of a 360 video is ultra-high (generally 4K to 8K), the encoding time for this type of video is considerably high. To reduce encoding complexity, this study proposed a fast intra algorithm that is based on image texture characteristics. On the one hand, the proposed algorithm determines whether to terminate the coding unit partition early on the basis of texture complexity. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm reduces the number of candidate modes in mode decision according to texture directivity. Experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm can obtain an average time reduction rate of 53% and a Bjontegaard delta rate increase of only 1.3%, which is acceptable for rate distortion performance.
Introduction
With a growing commercial interest in virtual reality (VR) fields in recent years, ITU-T's Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and ISO/IEC's Moving Picture Exports Group (MPEG) jointly established the Joint Video Exploration Team (JVET) for future video coding research and proposed the VR 360°video (referred to as 360 video) scheme [1] . A 360 video is usually obtained from a multi-camera array, such as a GoPro Omni camera. Images from multiple cameras are assembled to achieve a scene with a spherical projection in the horizontal direction at 360°and in the vertical direction at 180°.
With the spherical feature of VR 360 videos, traditional video coding methods are difficult to apply directly. Therefore, JVET proposed 11 different projection formats for spherical videos to address coding issues. A 360 video is projected onto a two-dimensional plane and converted into a 2D projection format in a certain ratio [2] , such as equirectangular projection (ERP), octahedron projection (OHP), truncated square pyramid projection (TSP), rotated sphere projection (RSP), cubemap projection (CMP), and segmented sphere projection (SSP) (Fig. 1) . The video is then encoded as a traditional video.
The 360 video coding framework based on High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is shown in Fig. 2 [3] . On the basis of traditional video coding, 360 video coding increases the down-sampling process before encoding and the up-sampling process after decoding and the conversion between formats in the codec process, and some new quality evaluation standards proposed for 360 videos such as peak to signal noise ratio weighted by sample area (WSPSNR) and spherical peak to signal noise ratio (PSNR) without interpolation (S_PSNR_NN) [4] . HEVC is the latest international coding standard and uses the traditional block-based hybrid coding framework. In HEVC, blocks are divided into different sizes. The coded image is divided frame by frame into a series of segments called a coding unit (CU), prediction unit (PU), and transform unit (TU). Compared with H.264, HEVC has 35 different prediction modes for luminance information, including 33 angle predictions, a planner, and a DC prediction. The mode decision is divided into two processes, namely, rough mode decision (RMD) and most probable mode (MPM).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the related works. Section 3 explains in detail the specific steps of the proposed algorithm. Section 4 verifies the effectiveness of the proposed 
Related works
Considering that HEVC is proposed for traditional videos, a 360 video coding framework based on HEVC cannot efficiently encode 360 videos. To improve the performance of 360 video coding, the authors in [5] proposed two algorithms of adaptive encoding techniques for omnidirectional videos (OVs) to reduce the bitrate of OVs after compression, as well as two other algorithms to reduce the bitrate. In [6] , a real-time 360 video stitching framework was proposed to render the entire scene at different levels of detail. A motion-estimation algorithm that can improve the accuracy of motion prediction in 360 videos was proposed in [7] . In [8] , considering distortion in the spherical domain, Li derived the optimal rate distortion relationship in the spherical domain and presented its optimal solution that can achieve bit savings of up to 11.5%. In [9, 10] , the video encoding is optimized from wavelet image features and human visual system features.
A 360 video has a relatively high resolution and thus requires a large number of coding tree units (CTUs) in encoding. The process is time consuming and can affect real-time video encoding and transmission. We can improve coding efficiency by enhancing the HEVC intra prediction algorithm. In HEVC intra prediction, the rate distortion (RD) cost is used to determine the CU partition and mode decision and thus leads to high computational complexity. Therefore, a large number of improved algorithms have been proposed. These algorithms include fast CU/PU size decision such as that in [11, 12] , fast intra prediction mode decision such as that in [13, 14] , and fast mode decision such as that in [15, 16] . In [16] , it exploits the depth information of neighboring CUs to make an early CU split decision or CU pruning decision, which can save 37.91% computational complexity on average as compared with the current HM (HEVC test model) with only a 0.66% increase. In [17] , an algorithm that combines CU coding bits with the reduction of unnecessary intra prediction modes was proposed to decrease computational complexity; it provides an average time reduction rate of 53% with only a 1.7% Bjontegaard delta rate (BD rate) increase. Optimized algorithms based on image texture, such as the gradient-based algorithm in [18] , edge density algorithm in [19] , and texture-based algorithm in [20] are used in traditional videos. In [18] , it proposes a fast hardware-friendly intra block size selection algorithm with simple gradient calculations and the bottom-up structure which can save 57.3% encoding time on average for all-intra main case with 2.2% BD rate increases. In [19] , the algorithm includes a pre-partitioning for CUs based on the edge density of the textures to simplify the partitioning, it can save about 33% encoding time for all intra configurations with a slight loss of PSNR. In [20] , it reduces the average encoding time by 47.21% at a cost of a 2.55% bit rate increase.
These proposed intra prediction algorithms are based on traditional videos. Traditional videos and 360 video projection formats show different image textures. Therefore, the texture thresholds selected in traditional videos are not applicable to 360 videos. In the present work, we propose a fast intra algorithm that is based on video texture characteristics that can be applied to 360 videos. We experimentally re-selected the texture complexity thresholds in the CU partition process to render the thresholds relatively suitable for 360 videos and added texture directivity to the mode decision process. After the experiments, we found that the proposed algorithm can efficiently reduce computational complexity and encoding time.
The proposed algorithm is divided into two parts. First, according to the thresholds of image texture complexity, the level of complexity is classified to determine whether the current CU is to be skipped or further divided. Second, the candidate prediction mode is further reduced on the basis of texture directionality.
Proposed algorithm
In VR 360 video coding, a spherical video is projected into a two-dimensional rectangular format. The ERP format is the most representative format in the VR 360 video format. In many encoding processes, other formats are first converted into an EPR format for encoding. For the most popular ERP projection format used in VR 360 video coding, the contents located near two poles are stretched substantially, resulting in changes in the texture feature of the area. We performed a comprehensive statistical analysis of 360 video sequences (4K-8K) in ERP format, all sequences used in the experiments are the test sequences provided by JVET. Figure 3 shows some sequences of different resolutions and encoding bits. As shown in Fig. 3 , the stretch of the upper and lower parts of these sequences is usually the largest, and the texture is usually homogeneous. This means that these parts can use the smaller CU partition depth for intra prediction during the encoding process. Thus, these parts can be encoded using large blocks. The block information in the middle part of these sequences is relatively complex and requires small blocks to be encoded.
The proposed algorithm reduces the encoding complexity of a 360 video in two aspects. First, as shown in Fig. 4 , the red part is located at the two poles of the sphere; its stretching is the largest, and the stretching of the yellow sphere in the middle of the frame is relatively minimal. The proposed algorithm based on texture complexity can effectively skip the rate distortion optimization (RDO) calculation of these parts with minimal loss of viewing experience. The texture of the stretched part, such as the sky and water in Fig. 4 , is relatively homogeneous. We can encode the CTUs with a large block and low depth to establish a balance between encoding bits and image quality. CTU blocks with complex textures, such as the houses and ships in Fig. 4 , contain additional information and usually need to be divided into high depths to keep the video image information intact during the compression process. Second, the horizontal stretch of a 360 ERP video is much larger than the vertical stretch, thereby causing the directionality of the prediction mode to change relative to the case of traditional videos. We can optimize the mode decision by determining the texture directionality.
The following sections elaborate the proposed algorithm in three aspects. First, the ideas and preparations used in the algorithm are introduced. Second, the CU size decision algorithm based on texture complexity is presented. Third, the mode decision algorithm based on texture direction is discussed.
Proposed method
In the HEVC intra prediction for 360 videos, CU size and mode decision use RD cost to determine the best partition depth and mode. The RD costs of the current depth block and four sub-blocks are calculated and compared to determine whether to divide the blocks further.
The stretch and fill characteristics of a 360 video horizontally represent information about a 360°circle enclosing a person. The vertical direction shows a 180°a ngle of view information from the head of a person to the sole. In HEVC, the CTU size or number of pixels can be 16 × 16, 32 × 32, or 64 × 64. CTU can be decomposed into several CUs in a quad-tree structure. The CUs in the same level must be four square blocks that have uniform sizes, are close to each other, and are not overlapping. Each CU has up to four layers of decomposition, namely, 64 × 64, 32 × 32, 16 × 16, and 8 × 8, with corresponding depths of 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Figure 5 shows the quad-tree structure of a CU in HEVC.
The proposed algorithm uses texture characteristics to improve the intra prediction of a 360 ERP video. On the basis of the complexity of the texture characteristics, we can predict the depth of a CU block in advance in the CU partition process. The directionality of the texture characteristics can also be used to determine the direction of candidate modes in the mode decision process.
The main purpose of the CU size decision algorithm based on texture complexity is to classify the horizontal and vertical texture complexities before RDO. Texture complexity is calculated in advance to determine whether the current block is to be further divided. If the current block texture has low complexity, then we skip the calculation of RDO and directly decide that no further division is needed; if the current block has high texture complexity, then we should divide it into small ones to balance the compression and image quality. In this case, we can skip the calculation of RDO and directly proceed to the partition process. For the blocks with uncertain texture complexities, further division is determined by calculating the RD cost. In this way, many unnecessary calculations and comparisons of RD cost can be skipped, thereby reducing the computational complexity and saving time.
In the prediction mode decision algorithm, we add a number of new decisions in the RMD and MPM processes before RDO (Fig. 6 ) according to the vertical and horizontal texture directions calculated in the previous step. The angle candidate mode is reduced from 33 to 17, and then the 17 modes are divided into five groups to further determine which group is likely to be the optimal mode. Finally, we add the planner and DC modes, determine the candidate mode with small RD cost and two optimal candidate modes, and finally compare and add them to the MPM. Compared with the original 35 to 8/3 algorithms, the original HM algorithm must traverse 35 modes to determine the optimal algorithm. The proposed algorithm directly reduces the candidate mode by half by determining the texture direction and then further filtering the remaining half to determine the optimal mode.
The test conditions of the proposed algorithms show good agreement with those in [21] and are based on the 
For the CTU of a 360 video, the MAD of the horizontal texture of the image pixels is smoother than that of the vertical texture. The horizontal stretch of the 360 video in ERP format is greater than the vertical stretch. Directly calculating the MAD of the entire CTU cannot accurately represent texture complexity. A CTU may have the characteristics found in Fig. 7 and thus shows a simple texture. However, when we calculate the MAD of the entire block, the result is relatively large, leading to an inaccurate texture complexity of the CTU. Therefore, to represent the texture complexity of the CTU, we adjust the MAD formula and calculate the horizontal MAD (HMAD) and vertical MAD (VMAD) for each row separately.
Then, we calculate the average VMAD and HMAD as follows:
The decision of the thresholds is further described below. 
Flow of the proposed algorithm
The accuracy of the CU partition of the proposed algorithm largely depends on the threshold setting. Therefore, selecting an appropriate threshold is key for the proposed algorithm. Two thresholds, namely, α and β, are defined here. α is used to represent the minimum threshold of the complex image texture, and β represents the maximum homogeneous threshold of the image texture. We render the following improvements on the basis of the original HM 16.16. Figure 8 shows the process of this algorithm. Through the preset thresholds, we can divide the CU into three parts.
(a) When meanHMAD < α, that is, the texture information of the CTU block is homogeneous, further calculation of the RD cost comparison between the CTU block and its four sub-blocks is skipped, and the current depth is directly determined as the optimal depth of the CTU.
(b) When meanHMAD > β, that is, the texture information of the CTU block is complex, further calculation of the RD cost comparison between the CTU block and its four sub-blocks is skipped, and the current depth is directly determined as the non-optimal depth and thus requires further division.
(c) When α < meanHMAD < β, the RD cost should be calculated to determine whether to proceed with further division.
VMAD/HMAD threshold parameters
To ensure that the thresholds are appropriately set, we select a large number of frames of several sequences to perform a statistical analysis and analyze the thresholds. In the appropriate range, a large number of statistical tests are conducted. In order to avoid yield overfitting, we did not select all the test sequences, we selected a sequence for the 4K, 6K, and 8K sequences for statistics respectively. We judge the texture complexity of the CU, the selected statistic set already contains enough samples (64 × 64, 32 × 32, 16 × 16, and 8 × 8 CU samples are 14,600, 58,400, 233,600, and 934,400 respectively). We find that the range of texture complexity thresholds obtained based on different videos is similar, and the statistical results are shown in Fig. 9 . We then use the obtained thresholds to test other test sequences and find that the threshold can measure not only texture complexity for statistical video sequences, but also other unstated video sequences. As shown in Fig. 9 , using the CU partition with depths of 0, 1, and 2 and quantization parameters (QP) of 27 and 37 of the first frame of all 360 video sequences as examples, we separately calculate the HMAD of the CU blocks that need to be further divided and the HMAD of the CU blocks that can be skipped. Through the statistical analysis, we find that the HMAD value of the CU that does not need to be divided is generally always smaller than the HAMD value of the CU that needs to be divided. As the depth increases, the number of CUs that need to be divided decreases, and the number of CUs that do not need to be divided increases. When the HMAD is greater than a certain value, the CU must be divided. Similarly, when the HMAD is less than a certain value, this CU does not need to be divided. By accurately setting the thresholds, the proposed algorithm could decide in advance whether to proceed with the division, thereby improving the coding efficiency.
We find that for different QP and CU depths, different thresholds should be selected (Fig. 10) . For different CU depths and QPs, α maintains a relatively small fluctuation range. For β, different CU depths have a remarkable impact on the threshold decision.
We select one frame in these test sequences and separately calculate the CU partition of the original HM 16.16 and the CU partition of the proposed algorithm. As shown in Tables 1 and 2 , the similarity rate of the proposed CU size decision algorithm is above 90%. Figure 11 shows the CU segmentation result of the original HM 16.16 and of the proposed algorithm. As shown in the figure, the CU partition of the proposed algorithm is basically the same as the HM 16.16 and has high accuracy. Furthermore, the proposed CU size decision algorithm performs better than the original HM 16.16 in some homogeneous blocks that not need to be divided and in complex blocks that need further partitioning. For example, in Fig. 11d , the roof texture in the lower left corner is complex; the proposed algorithm makes a more detailed division of these CU blocks. The sky texture in the upper right corner is simple; compared with the original HM 16.16, the proposed algorithm for these CU blocks division is larger (i.e., the depth of CU is smaller). It can also be seen in Fig. 11h that the CU blocks of the cable that need to be subdivided is more finely divided, and the partitioning of CU blocks with simple texture is larger.
Texture direction-based prediction mode decision algorithm
VMAD and HMAD determine the texture complexity and texture directionality of the image. The smaller the MAD in the horizontal or vertical direction, the lower the texture complexity in this direction. This condition indicates that the prediction mode in this direction involves a small RD cost. To resolve the problem of the large computation in the RDO process for a 360 video and to reduce the large number of candidate modes in RMD, we propose to use texture directionality in RMD and MPM. By reducing the candidate modes, the proposed algorithm can further reduce the computational complexity in RDO. The original HM 16.16 for 360 videos traverses 35 types of prediction modes, calculates the RD cost to sort the optimal mode, and then selects three (when PU or TU size is 32 × 32 or 64 × 64) or eight (when PU or TU size is 4 × 4, 8 × 8, or 16 × 16) modes. We then compare these modes with MPM to determine the best prediction model. Many candidate modes in RMD can be excluded in advance. Therefore, we can use the VMAD and HMAD calculated in the proposed CU mode decision algorithm to divide 33 angular predictions into horizontal (2-18) and vertical (18-34) modes according to the texture directionality (Fig. 12) . We label the yellow part of the figure as the horizontal mode and the red part as the vertical mode. best candidate modes, and finally add the candidates to MPM. Candidate modes can be divided into three layers and are calculated layer by layer. In Fig. 12 , the mode marked with a yellow line is the horizontal mode C2, and the red line is the vertical mode C2 (Table 3) . Take for example the horizontal direction. Before the RMD, we first determine whether the candidate mode is horizontal or vertical through the first level C1. Then, we consider the five adjacent modes as a whole, calculate the RD cost of the five representative prediction modes (2, 6, 10, 14, 18) in the second level C2, and finally obtain the smallest and most suitable C3 (for example, the RD cost of mode 6 in C2 is the smallest, and the candidate modes of C3 are 4, 5, 7, and 8). We then traverse C3 to obtain the optimal mode. With this layering, the number of candidate modes to be calculated is reduced. Notably, in the actual calculation, each layer needs the addition of modes 0 and 1. The specific process is shown in Fig. 13 .
Through this proposed algorithm, we effectively reduce the number of candidate modes. Table 4 lists the number of candidate modes of the proposed algorithm and the original HM 16.16 in RMD and RDO.
The proposed algorithm first determines the horizontal or vertical mode and reduces the candidate mode to seven (five types of C2 + modes 0 and 1). If modes 0 and 1 are the two best modes, then we add these two modes to RDO. If modes 0 and 1 are not the two best modes, then the mode in C3 is further calculated, and the two best candidate modes are finally added to RDO.
In the process of achieving real-time transmission, the encoding time must be controlled within a certain range. Through experiments, we find that the combination of the two proposed image texture-based algorithms can effectively reduce coding time with a minimal loss of the BD rate.
Experimental results and discussion
The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is determined on the basis of the latest HM16.16. The experimental hardware used is Intel Core i7-7700 CPU @ 3.60 GHz with 8.0 GB RAM. The test sequence includes 4K, 6K, 8K, and 8K 10-bit sequences, which are provided by JVET [22] . The test sequences used in this study are from GoPro [23] , InterDigital [24] , LetinVR [25] , and Nokia [26] , and they have been recommended by CTC [4] . According to the characteristics of a 360 video, its quality can be accurately measured using WSPSNR and S_PSNR_NN. Time reduction is calculated by:
The experimental results are shown in Tables 5, 6 , and 7. The BD rate_Y1-Y3 in the Table 5 shows the experimental results using the proposed CU size decision algorithm based on texture complexity. Table 6 shows the experimental results using the proposed prediction mode decision algorithm based on texture direction. Table 7 shows the experimental results using the two proposed texture characteristic algorithms.
As shown in Table 5 , the original HM 16.16 and the proposed CU size decision algorithm show different performances for different sequences, particularly with regard to improving encoding time. For the sequences with relatively simple textures, the proposed CU size decision algorithm performs excellently in shortening the encoding time, with the highest improvement reaching 44%. For several sequences with relatively complex textures, the improvement of encoding complexity is limited. Table 6 shows the performance comparison between the proposed prediction mode decision algorithm and the original algorithm for different video sequences under different QPs. According to the simulation results, the proposed intra prediction mode decision algorithm can reduce computational complexity by 33% on average, with the BD rate slightly increasing. Therefore, the proposed intra prediction mode decision algorithm reasonably and effectively reduces the number of candidate modes for RMD and RDO processing.
Compared with HM16.16 (Table 7) , the proposed algorithm can save time at an average of 53% (up to 59%), with bitrate loss being 1.3%. For the two proposed algorithms, we use the same parameters of texture complexity mentioned in the CU size decision algorithm. As shown in Fig. 14 , we select 360 video sequences: 4K-8 bit (DrivingInCountry), 6K-8 bit (Balboa), 8K-8 bit (KiteFlite), and 8K-10 bit (ChairliftRide), and compare the In the latest research into 360 video coding, no similar intra algorithm has been proposed. To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, we experimented with all 360 sequences to test the performance of the algorithm. The proposed algorithm could tremendously reduce the amount of calculation and time complexity, with the highest reduction reaching 59% and with the BD rate only increasing by 1.3% and is thus negligible. A fast intra prediction algorithm based on texture characteristics for 360 videos was proposed. Two metrics, namely, VMAD and HMAD, were used to measure the texture characteristics of a CU in vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. A fast CU size decision algorithm based on texture complexity was proposed to reduce the computation complexity of RDO. According to the two metrics, a fast mode decision algorithm was designed. This algorithm dramatically reduced the number of candidate modes from 35 to 7/11 in the RMD process and the number of candidate modes from 8 to 2 in the RDO process. The experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm could relatively reduce encoding time to achieve savings of up to 53% on average while only incurring negligible loss of the BD rate and video quality. 
